Quantitative susceptibility mapping of prostate with separate calculations for water and fat regions for reducing shading artifacts.
We propose a novel processing method for reducing shading artifacts in quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) for prostate imaging. In the conventional method, calculation errors in the boundary regions between water and fat cause shading artifacts that degrade the image quality for QSM. In the proposed method, water and fat regions are separated, and susceptibilities in these two regions are calculated separately and then combined. Susceptibility in the water regions is calculated by using the fat regions as a background susceptibility source to remove shading artifacts. Susceptibility in the fat regions is calculated by using the constraint that shading artifacts in the water regions are suppressed to improve accuracy. In quantitative evaluation of the method with a numerical simulation, calculation errors for the water and fat regions were reduced by 62% and 85%, respectively, compared with the conventional method. In visual evaluation using human prostate imaging, the proposed method also reduced the shading artifacts unlike the conventional method. The proposed method is expected to improve the performance of QSM in diagnosing such diseases as prostate cancer.